SPRING 2017

Red Air Over Pat Bay—Part 2
In the last newsletter I looked at the recent history of
Threat Simulation on the West Coast. These are assets
that act as the “ bad guys” in training exercises.

WESTWIND

Around the world as military budgets are reduced and
front line units are being asked to do more with less,
various companies are picking up the slack. Some of these
companies include Draken International, ATAC (Airborne
Tactical Advantage Company) and Canada’s own Discovery

Air Services (formerly Top Aces).
In the last article I discussed the former Luftwaffe Alpha Jets that we see operating out of Pat Bay when
our navy needs training. These former Cold War
ground attack planes are operated by
Discovery Air Services. They carry out simulated
attacks on our Navy ships when they need to
learn how to deal with aerial threats (cruise
missiles, aircraft) in hostile waters. Discovery
Air also operates Israeli Aircraft Industries
Westwind aircraft. A variety of different
missions are carried out by these innocuous
looking former business jets.
ALPHA JET
Firstly they act as target tugs when the navy is
training gunners and missile operators. If you
happen see a Westwind one day you may notice under each wing is a pylon. These can carry a target
which will be towed several thousand feet behind the plane while the pilot flies a gentle bank turn to
reduce the chance of becoming the target himself.
Another mission the Westwind does is to fly across
A-4 SKYHAWK from Draken International
the vast arctic to monitor and calibrate the many
radar sites in the north. Fighter radio frequencies
are also checked on these missions. Discovery Air
recently won the contract to provide adversary
services to the German air force. The airplanes they
use are former Israeli A4-N Skyhawks. They operate
out of Whitmund air base in northern Germany.
Who ever would have thought we would see
Skyhawks with Canadian registration. It certainly
keeps aircraft spotting interesting!
(Submitted by Jack Funk, Member BCAM)

Meet Our Board!

This is a 3 part series that introduces our board members during the year—time
they got some deserved recognition! (I will mention at this point, that Board
members are EXTREMELY reluctant to speak about themselves—or get any
recognition for the enormous amount of work they do…..Editor)
Meet the President: JOHN LEWIS and Vice-President: LARRY LEPARD
Q: Can you tell us a bit about how you got involved with the BCAM:
JOHN: I’ve been here for 8 years. I’ve always been interested in aircraft and
aviation so came out for a visit to the museum. I joined and started helping out
where I could, I lent a hand with the Viscount restoration and found the crew
were so pleasant and helpful I just stayed!
LARRY: I’ve been here a little longer than John, just over 8 years! I always have
had a general interest in aviation—so when I retired I thought I would come out
and see what the museum had to offer—and have found myself fully occupied
here ever since!
Q: How many terms have you each served on the Board:
LARRY: I’ve just started my 7th year ( Ed note: the longest running Board member) - (that’s a disturbing thought says Larry)!
JOHN: This is my 6th year on the Board (Ed note: the second longest running Board member!)
Q: What have been some of the challenges since you’ve been elected President and Vice-President?
JOHN: We are continuing to build on the firm foundation laid down from previous boards—expanding our orientation to being a
community resource and expanding our exposure as a unique tourist destination.
LARRY: We are always evolving and striving towards our operating revenue exceeding our spending—these are the continuing
challenges faced by our current board and other boards before us.
Q: In your opinions what are the biggest challenges that the BCAM faces today?
JOHN: For the museum to 1) continue to keep increasing the number of people that come in through the door; and 2) maintain
and extend our ability to be a community resource.
Q: What are the short term goals for the BCAM?
JOHN & LARRY: We are into the 3rd year of our targeted 5 year plan: to increase our volunteer base, increase the number of
visitors without diminution of the relationships we value with our stakeholders (some of them being: Viking, Victoria Airport
Authority and North Saanich).
Q: What does being on the board mean to you?
JOHN: It is very fulfilling to know that you are contributing something to the future of the museum.
LARRY: To be given the opportunity to help evolve a museum which is really one of a kind! I really do enjoy it!
Thank you Gentlemen for your time, and on behalf of the members of the BCAM, I would like to thank you both for giving your
time and energies to the continual evolvement of our wonderful BCAM. This is a Museum which is becoming a destination that
draws many visitors far and wide, for it’s welcoming atmosphere and a collection that has been put together over the decades by
our dedicated members which is unlike any others! (V.J. Browne, Editor Norseman News)
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IMPORTANT!

April—August 2017

Dates For Those Diaries:

April 22nd

Pot Luck Supper

May 1st

Museum Summer hours start 10—4

June 24th

Pot Luck Supper

Board Meetings:

July 29th

Open House

April 13th; May 11th; June 16th;
July 13th; August 10th

August 19th

Summer BBQ

Speaker Nights:

April—August 2017

April 19th; May 17th; June 21st

Volunteer Lunch Meetings:
April 20th; July 20th

Watch Out!!......
(I am a flight attendant. Whilst turbulence
sometimes happens, this flight was actually very
smooth. One customer seems to think otherwise.)
Customer: *sounding slightly stressed* “Why is it
so bumpy; it’s so very, very bumpy!”
Me: “Oh, we just ran over a bird.”
(Customer looked out of the
window to try and spot the
poor bird, even though we
were at 35,000ft. I walked
away before she worked it
out…)

The Bren Gun Girl
Veronica Foster, popularly known as “Ronnie, the Bren Gun
Girl”, was a Canadian icon representing nearly one million
Canadian women who worked in the manufacturing plants
that produced munitions and materiel during World War II.
Foster worked for John Inglis Co. Ltd producing Bren light
machine guns on a production line on Strachan Avenue in
Toronto, Ontario.
"Ronnie" can be seen as the precursor and model for the
much better known, American fictionalized character called
popularly as "Rosie the Riveter", predating the American
poster girl images by over 2 years. It is very likely the idea of
'Rosie' was born from the New York Times article.
(Greenwood Military Aviation Museum)
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Hangar Tales…

Projects, News and More!
Trigull is progressing nicely and will be ready in good time for its intended roll out at our Open House on July 29, with
Viking Air being the theme.
The Hoffar H-1 Project continues to gather momentum! The team is working away and the
plane is taking shape! Please support the project—drop in and see what progress is being
made! There are Hoffar mugs and T-Shirts all available for sale in our Gift Shop!
And speaking of Open House—the picnic tables are being given a
thorough overhaul by Bill Lane—they will be up and fit for carrying many happy visitors who want
to sit down and have some food or a break!

Now that spring may possibly be deciding to turn up here on the Island, we
can start to look forward to outdoor activities. For us, that means saying
goodbye to the Sikorsky helicopter – once the ground has dried out, it will take a short journey across the airfield to its new
home at 443 Squadron. Of course, at the end of the year, “our” Sea King - #436 – will be coming the other way.
As well, later this spring we will take delivery of a new 800 square feet storage building, which will take the place of the paint
shed outside the restoration hangar, easing our storage issues.
We have been invited to take part in a celebration of the 100 th anniversary of the Canadian Corps taking Vimy Ridge on 9th April
1917. This will be held at the Bay Street Armoury on the exact date of the anniversary. We will have a display of pictures,
artefacts and models reflecting First World War aviation.
Planning is well under way for our annual Open House, which this year is on 29 th July. The theme is Viking Air and they will be
prominently featured. As usual, we will have many of our own aircraft, as well as many visitors, outside. This will give us the
opportunity to reorganize our hangar displays in preparation for the arrival of #436. As you know, running the Open House
successfully requires many volunteers. We will be asking for volunteers soon and I hope that many of you will be able to come
out to help on that day.
Our social media footprint continues to expand. Beyond our website, we have a presence on Instagram and Facebook. You can
help spread the word about us by liking and sharing (and, if you don’t know what those are, ask your grandchildren!).
Enjoy the start of warmer weather and remember – if it wasn’t fun, we wouldn’t be doing it! (John Lewis, President BCAM)

A Big Welcome to BCAM’s Newest Members!
Sidney: Cheyenn Hinds & Family; Sheri Nolin; Fred Gregory; Summer Sinclair;
North Saanich: Al Baggenstos; Chris Straub & Paige Gibson; Bruce Ingimundson; Michael
Ervin; Saanichton: Colin & Tara Klingspohn; Victoria: Carl E. Guildford; Adam Molnar;
Luke Littler & Family; George Collicott; Landon Craven; Simon Robinson; Darby Cameron
& Family; Gordon & Mary Dalgleish; Michael Savory & Michelle Larrain & Family; Lindsay &
Peter Lockhart & Family; Arielle Larisa & Chag Chagnon & Family; Lee Barlow; Adam
Wormald; Sean Lillis & Family; Mark Nash & Family; Stephen MacIver & Season Irvine;
Jane Bassett; Susan Golyak & David Mitchell; Jason Clarke; Three Hills, Alberta: Dennis
Fox;
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Four Most Lethal Planes in History….Fact or Fiction?
World War I began a little more than a decade after the Wright Brothers' first successful test flight at Kitty Hawk.
Aircraft technology advanced at a rapid pace during the war, as engineers worked to build a durable and maneuverable
plane, improvements came so fast that no single aircraft could maintain dominance for very long. But for about eight
months in late 1915, the German Fokker Eindecker ruled the skies over Europe, so much so that historians call this period the Fokker Scourge.
The Eindecker's designer, Anthony Fokker, was Dutch. His technological leap was to synchronize the gears of the propeller and machine gun.
Previously, most fighter planes possessed machine guns mounted to the side, so the guns didn't take out their own propeller or hull while firing. But
the Fokker could fire right through its propellers, which shocked French and British pilots, who weren't accustomed to another plane attacking them
head-on. Fokkers also instilled a psychological terror in ground troops--besides snipers, poison gas and artillery, they now had to worry about death
from above. Eventually, the British and French caught up to the Eindecker's monoplane design, and its reign ended in 1916.
But, the Fokker aircraft changed the way military airplanes and their pilots were viewed. "It initiated the lethal aircraft".
At the outset of World War II, Japan naval aviation outpaced that of the United States, according to Jon Parshall, co-author
of Shattered Sword: The Untold Story of the Battle of Midway. The Japanese Imperial Navy could deploy devastating dive
bomber and torpedo bomber attacks, destroying hopelessly overmatched Allied carriers within minutes. But the true class of
the fleet was the Zero fighter, manufactured by Mitsubishi. Despite its reputation for early-war dominance that endures today,
the Zero might even be underrated. "You have to give it props, if nothing else, for the shock value that it induced in the Allies," Parshall says. Put
simply, the Zero could fly circles around anything the British or Americans could manufacture early on. Japanese manufacturers sacrificed everything--speed, self-sealing gas tanks and armor--to make the most maneuverable aircraft they possibly could. As a result, the Zero "was really good
at dishing it out, but couldn't take a hit." That trade-off was acceptable during the early part of the war, because it fit the
offensive-oriented
Japanese strategy: Japan had expert pilots who used the Zero's advantages to devastating effect. Allied pilots had to learn fast to avoid Zeroes in
dogfights.
Unfortunately for the Japanese, the attrition of war eventually kills even the best pilots. Tactics also changed. Allied pilots learned to fight Zeros
above 22,000 ft., where the Japanese plane's maneuverability waned and the superior horsepower of American planes took over. Americans not
only created better planes as World War II progressed, they created more of them. Japan didn't have the manufacturing capability to keep up.
Because workers hand-built many of the Zero parts, assembly line mass production was impossible. Japan continued to fly Zeroes until 1945, when
they had become long outdated. Other World War II fighters deserve mention for their prowess, including British Spitfires and Hurricanes, German
Fw-190s and Bf-109s, and American P-51s and P-38s. But in its heyday, nothing could touch the Zero.
World War I and early World War II fighters were fearsome in their day, but compared to what was to come, "all that stuff
was just penny ante." The dawn of major destruction from the skies came with the wave of World War II-era bombers,
including the German Ju-87s and Ju-88s; Britain's Avro Lancasters which ran nighttime bombing raids over Germany; and
the American B-17s and B-24s that ran missions during the day. But none was a match for the B-29, America's first
long-range bomber.
Boeing's B-29 entered World War II late. The aircraft began combat service in 1944 as part of Operation Matterhorn, in which B-29s bombed the
Japanese mainland from forward bases in China. Each Superfortress could carry six tons of bombs, and scores of them flew together on missions
to firebomb Japanese cities. In fact, the death toll from the B-29s' firebombing of cities like Tokyo and Yokohama far outstripped the deaths caused
by the aircraft's delivery of atomic bombs to Hiroshima on Aug. 6, 1945, and to Nagasaki three days later. The planes had killed hundreds of
thousands by the end of 1945. B-29s went on to serve in the Korean War before being replaced by newer bombers; they were ultimately
discontinued in 1960. But the plane's ability to cover long distances--and to carry nuclear weapons--paved the way for those future
Cold War bombers.
The A-10 is no glamour ride. When the design of this single-seat attack aircraft first appeared, the Air Force wasn't excited about
bringing it into the arsenal, --leaders preferred high-flying air support, not low-flying attack planes exposed to heavy enemy fire.
And the Thunderbolt II's less-than-gorgeous appearance earned it the nickname "Warthog." But the A-10 is a hardy flier, armed to
the teeth, and beloved among troops on the ground who benefit from the airplane's lethality. Designed initially for the purpose of
destroying Soviet tanks and other ground-level armaments, A-10s carry a 30 mm Gatling gun in their noses that fires almost 4000 rounds per
minute, as well as Maverick air-to-surface missiles or rockets on their wings. A-10s can attack at under 1000 ft., requiring redundant wing gas,
self-sealing gas tanks and one-inch thick titanium around the cockpit.
Warthogs found plenty of targets during the first Gulf War. A-10s destroyed tanks, artillery pieces and trucks at a rate of about 1000 each during
Operation Desert Storm. They also destroyed many other targets, such as radars, bunkers and Scud missile launchers. The aircraft flew attack
missions in Kosovo in the 1990s, and they serve in the current Iraq and Afghanistan wars, where their ability to fly low has allowed them to support
ground troops. The U.S. continues to count on the Warthog for close air support, and will for some time--the aircraft is currently slated for retirement
in 2028, according to Air Force Magazine. But the planes' heavy-duty use has left A-10s the worse for wear--one-third of the Air Force's A-10s are
currently grounded because of cracks found in their wings. (excerpt taken from Popular Mechanics 2015….you decide!)
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The Hoffar H-1 Replica Project … And For Our Next Act…
Following the demise of the H-1 the Hoffar Brothers now faced the obvious question: What next? ‘Next’ would be an aircraft
suitable for forestry patrol. In 1918 the British Columbia Minister of Lands, J. D. Pattullo, signed a contract with the Hoffar Boat
Company for a prototype aircraft to use in the forestry patrol role. The improved aircraft would incorporate the lessons learned
from their first effort. It, too, would be a knock-off of a successful design; this time a Curtiss
flying boat. Instead of using floats it would be a flying boat, incorporating a boat hull. The
Roberts engine and propeller were retained from the H-1, but the biplane design was now a
pusher-type instead of the tractor design used earlier. This was intended to keep the propeller
clear of the water, which could damage it.
With characteristic thoroughness, the brothers undertook the project and by August 1918 the
H-2 was test flown for the Department by
W. H. MacKenzie of the Royal Air Force. He
pronounced it as ‘a truly excellent machine’
that ‘will fly herself’. On 3 September 1918
Jimmy Hoffar took the H-2 on a long test
flight and, satisfied with the results, turned the machine over to the
Department of Lands. The very next day, 4 September 1918, a 27-year old
former RAF pilot, Victor A. Bishop, took the H-2 up for a flight. He had been
given a contract at $225 a month to fly for the Ministry of Lands, contingent
upon his release from the military. All went well until, at an altitude of 1,200
feet over the city of Vancouver, the engine failed without warning. Desperately Bishop attempted to glide back to Coal Harbour,
but ran out of both airspeed and altitude. He plunged into the roof of Dr. Farrish’s house on Butte Street. Fortunately there
was no explosion or fire, and although badly bruised and with a black eye, Bishop, who had ended up in the upstairs bathroom,
staggered into the hallway to greet the only occupant of the house; the housekeeper, who had rushed upstairs. A bandaged
Bishop later admitted to newspaper reporters that he would be glad to return to the relative safety of the Western Front! In
1954 Bishop donated an aileron from the demolished H-2 to the City of Vancouver Archives, where it remains to this day.
By a miracle Bishop had survived, but the machine had been destroyed. Undaunted, the brothers immediately began the
construction of a replacement machine; the H-3. It was very similar to the H-2, but used a more-powerful 150-hp Hall-Scott
motor and incorporated minor improvements from the previous model. The H-3 was
checked during construction by the emerging Seattle-area aviation entrepreneur, Bill
Boeing, and his Chief Pilot, Eddie Hubbard. Certain characteristics of the Hoffar design
were later to emerge in the Boeing B-1-E, and the Canadian Boeing 204.
Unfortunately, the promising H-3 had a short life. On one of its early test-flights, a
planned round trip to Victoria, it struck another deadhead on take-off at Burnaby Shoals
and was destroyed. Fortunately, the pilot, Jimmie Hoffar, was not badly injured, but the
destruction of the second prototype discouraged the Department of
Lands; they gradually lost interest in the project. Then, with no promise of further funding, the Hoffar brothers
had no means to build yet another prototype. This ended the aircraft-building career of the Hoffars, but they did
become involved in the emerging United Aircraft Corporation of British Columbia.
It is interesting to speculate what might have happened had not unfortunate accidents destroyed the two prototype aircraft intended for Forestry Patrol. At the time the Hoffar Brothers were in the very forefront of the use of
aircraft in the booming forestry sector. It would not be until 7 July 1919 that an aircrew near Quebec reported
the first forest fire from an aircraft. Had fate been kinder to the Hoffar Brothers, they could have become a
major supplier of patrol aircraft to Canadian governments, and might have created an entire aircraft industry in
the Vancouver area, as Bill Boeing was doing in Seattle. However, the Hoffars were now out of the aircraft manufacturing game.
(Part 2 of a 4 part series on the Hoffar, submitted by Doug Rollins, Librarian)
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Pssst……. Can You Keep A Secret?

Pat Bay’s Radio Detection
Station

By 1942 the RCAF was furiously trying to beef up its defenses on the West Coast to counter what it
feared would be an imminent attack, and possible invasion, by the Empire of Japan. In this quest the
RCAF employed the newest technology of the day; Radio Detection, or what is now commonly called
RADAR. Using the latest British technology, a chain of top secret radar station was hastily put into
operation along the West Coast of British Columbia to detect both approaching aircraft and ships. The
stations used second-generation detection technology called Chain Home Low, which dispensed with
the 100’towers that characterized the radar stations used successfully two years earlier in the Battle of Britain.

A key element of this defensive system was the centralized Filter Room; the point at which all information was gathered,
consolidated and assessed in order to determine how to respond to the threat. Reports of aircraft operating offshore were
phoned in from friendly ships, Coast Watchers, radar stations and Air Force Bases. The Filter officer would use experience to
decide when a plot would be displayed, and how to label it; friendly or enemy, number, altitude, heading, etc. Once satisfied that
the information was reliable, Plotters would then place little colour-coded blocks with small labels showing heading and altitude.
Based on the most current information, the blocks were shuttled along the map by the Plotters using a small ‘rake’, much like a
croupier in a casino. The Controllers sat on a balcony overlooking the map and they would decide how to respond to the threat,
and who should be notified; interceptor squadrons, Air Raid Wardens, Coast Watch Officers, Air Sea Rescue units, the Naval
Command, Anti-aircraft units, Army forces, etc.
There were two such Filter Rooms on the West Coast; one in Vancouver and another in Victoria. Naturally, the
exact location of these key elements of the defense network were ultra secret. This heavy cloak of secrecy
proved to be a formidable barrier to the curious historian who wondered “Where was the Victoria Filter Room
located?” This puzzle took years to resolve.
Inquiry produced many plausible theories. A few years ago I was able to interview an elderly lady, Agnes Watts,
who actually was a Plotter in the Filter Room as a member of the RCAF Women’s Auxiliary Service. Unfortunately,
she told me that the daily routine was to report to RCAF Station Patricia Bay where they boarded a bus with
blacked-out windows. Then the driver would wander about, never taking the same route twice, before arriving at their
destination about 45 minutes later. When they got off the bus the passengers entered a canvass tunnel that took them into a
large building. The actual Filter Room was in the basement, and while there were supporting offices on floors above, the
windows were completely blacked-out. They could not leave the building until the end of their 8-hour shift, when they would
once again enter the special bus through the canvass tunnel to be driven back to the base. As a result, she had no idea where the
facility was located.
During years of the quest I was told that the elusive room was located on RCAF Station Pat Bay, just south of the present-day
terminal, in the midst of what today is a wood. Another source told me authoritatively that the facility was on an army base
where the present-day University of Victoria is located. Yet a third contender was the Naval Base in Esquimalt. All three locations
were highly plausible since they offered secrecy, protection and the possibility of using existing infrastructure such as supplies,
administrative staff and technicians. So, place your bet; where do you think that the elusive Filter Room was located?
The correct answer is, None Of The Above! Here is a postcard showing the building where the ultra secret Filter Room was
located in World War II. Surprisingly, it is located just off the Inner Harbour, right in
downtown Victoria. No, it was not the elegant Empress Hotel; that would have been too
incredible to be believed. Actually, the Top Secret Filter Room, a key element in the
defense of the entire West Coast during World War II, was located in the white building
right across the street from the Empress Hotel! This is Belmont House, and there, in the
basement, was located one of the most strategically important Canadian defensive
facilities of the Second World War; the elusive No. 2 Filter Room for Western Air Command.
Fortunately, the 1939 Official Secrets Act has been superseded by more modern legislation, and the war ended more than 70
years ago. So the next time you are downtown and you pass by the Inner Harbour, you are free to reveal Victoria’s [Top] Secret!
To read the No.2 Filter Room log go to: http://67.69.104.76:84/Pinetreeline/rds/detail/rds99-7.html (Doug Rollins, BCAM)
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Name That Cockpit…..

And The Cockpit Is…...!

So let’s test your knowledge on this one….name that
cockpit! First one with the right answer has got those all
important bragging rights—and Gold medal standing!

De Havilland Comet
The Gold Medal goes to: Dave Poole in record time! Hot on
his heels and earning Silver: Rick Johnson! And Bronze goes
to: Peter Marshall! Well Done!
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